
 

 

June 7, 2004 

 

Tribute to Marion Endicott, Recipient of the Ron Ellis Award 

 

(Notes by Orlando Buonastella from the Injured Workers’ Consultants Legal Clinic) 

 

The 6th Annual Ron Ellis Award goes to an outstanding individual with whom I have 

worked with for 26 years at a little clinic called Injured Workers’ Consultants, located on 

the Danforth, in Toronto.  This clinic is community –run and funded by Legal Aid 

Ontario. 

   

I first met Marion when I was 24 years old.  To my surprise I was interviewed by a hiring 

committee made up of people as young as I. Among them were Andy King, Nick 

McCombie, Alec Farquhar, and Marion Endicott.  Gary Newhouse would soon become 

associated with us as duty counsel.  Little did I imagine, then, that I would be associating 

myself with some of the great minds in workers’ compensation law and with future 

recipients of the Ron Ellis Award.  Working with these pioneers and other advocates 

from the legal clinics, I soon learned that we were not only advancing the legal rights and 

entitlements of individual injured workers, but also their “collective” interests, through 

popular education, community development and law reform.  They impressed upon me, 

very early, the concept that I was entering a world were the spotlight was on the injured 

worker, not the advocate.  Advocate skills were very much fostered, but the aim was to 

focus on the injured worker as an individual and as a community of social and legal 

interests. 

 

Marion was such a pioneer, but one of the first and perhaps the first “woman” pioneer of 

legal clinic advocacy and a spokesperson for injured workers.  To appreciate this, we 

have to cast our minds back to the seventies and the demographics of that time.  Most of 

the injured worker activists were male.  Most of the public spokespersons of that 

movement were male and the old Appeal Board attached to the Board, before the 

independent Appeals Tribunal was established, were also comprised by men.  Yet this 

then twenty-something woman was able to not only survive, but become a leader in this 

environment.  Never did any injured worker request that she move aside and be replaced 

by a male advocate.  If anything, they pleaded to be to be represented by her. 

 

Marion’s skills and preparation at hearings are legendary.   In the seventies and early 

eighties representatives had a distinct disadvantage.  They had no access to the worker’s 

file nor to Board policy.  All we received was a skimpy and inadequate “summary of 

information”.  Later we were allowed to view workers’ files, but not to make any copies 

of relevant materials.  We had to take notes or record the information on a tape machine.  

That may have worked with a thin file, but those who work in legal clinics represent 

workers whose files have thousands of pages, hence a big problem. But Marion’s 

superior research skills carried the day.   She knew which were the important documents 

to take note of and always manages to impress and be complimented by the (mostly) men 

of the Appeal Board, who were not known to be generous with such niceties.  



 

 

Marion’s continued contribution to the appeals system was underscore by a letter she 

recently received from Ian Strachan, Chair of the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board 

congratulating her for tonight’s award.  Mr. Strachan said: 

 

“…The award is a well deserved recognition of your skills and dedication, not only to 

injured workers, but also the entire administrative.  Your informed and insightful 

examinations of witnesses and presentations to hearing panels are, in my view, a model 

for other representatives within the system and you have certainly earned the respect of 

everyone at the Appeals Tribunal.” 

 

As I mentioned, legal clinic work involves more than individual representation.  We also 

do “everything else” that arises from with our education and law reform mandate.  

Marion is as comfortable presenting at a WSIAT panel as she is making a deputation 

before a parliamentary, as she is doing the more “modest” work of tidying up the room 

before and after an injured worker meeting.  Working in a legal clinic requires a lot of 

balance as we tend to do everything and we deal with people in crisis.  A lot of 

perseverance and flexibility is required, and Marion is able to combine all facets of her 

work in a harmonious balance.  Her passion for justice is irrepressible, yet she is never 

dogmatic, always attentive to different points of view.  Most importantly, she always has 

time and empathy for the people the system was created – injured workers.   

 

In fact, Marion “has the touch” with injured workers and holds several keys to their 

hearts.   

 

The first key is genuine empathy.  We deal with people for whom the system does not 

work, usually permanently disabled workers unable return to work.  They felt like a 

“somebody” before injury, but often they feel they have become a “nobody” afterwards.  

She understands and acknowledges the culture of rejection that the permanently disabled 

feel trapped into.   

 

The second key is her timing.  As a busy advocate, she has a very tight timetable for 

herself but is able to slow down according to the “slow clock” of the injured workers.  

They need to tell their story, they want to be listened and Marion is there for them. 

 

The third key is her profound belief in the individual and collective intelligence of injured 

workers.  She understands that what is written in their files is written by others, and that 

there is no substitute to hearing from and trusting the direct experience of the worker.  

She also knows that injured workers, if given a chance, can make significant 

contributions to the development of compensation law and policy. 

 

The forth key is her insistence that injured works speak directly, not through 

intermediaries, to all persons who make decisions affecting their lives at the adjudicative 

and the political level.  Marion pioneered the use of the “big letter” approach, where 

injured workers at a public meeting would all write a letter to a political leader, as an 

example, and express the ideas they have on a certain issue.  When Marion and 

representatives’ legal clinics make submissions on an issue of law or policy reform, they 



 

 

always include direct testimony from injured workers. The most vulnerable and frustrated 

injured workers are too often seen with suspicion and even fear by our compensation 

system.  Perhaps the latter could learn a thing or two from Marion on how to break the 

barriers and actually welcome their input.  They are after all the very reason why the 

system was established in the first instance. 

 

Marion has made an outstanding contribution to law reform since the mid-seventies.  She 

has been an articulate voice for the permanently disabled on every legislative or policy 

reform that has taken place in this period – and there have been many.  In the seventies 

she fought for better supplements.  In the eighties she rode the wave of massive 

participation of injured workers on the issue of pension reform.  No doubt those efforts 

contributed to the great reforms of the mid-eighties: full indexation of benefits and the 

establishment of the independent WCAT, the OWA and OEA, and the Occupational 

Disease Standards Panel. 

 

By the mid-eighties it seemed as though a measure of justice for injured workers was 

achieved, at least in terms of the institutional reforms that had taken place.  One would 

have thought it was time to discard the bullhorn and other tools of community 

development and buy a fancy briefcase to represent workers exclusively through the new 

administrative structures.  But Marion knew that history has a way of repeating itself and 

thought better of it.  She was very prescient, as new storms were gathering for injured 

workers. 

 

In fact, in the late eighties the Peterson Government re-introduced the very system 

injured workers had rejected for the last decade, namely a “wage-loss system based on 

“deeming” to replace the old permanent pension system.  Marion, together with Nicole 

Godbout of IAVGO and others, became a central spokesperson of the injured worker 

point of view at that time.  Marion debated then Labour Minister Gregory Sorbara at the 

Eastern Commerce High School on June 20, 1989. The Minister predicted there would be 

no such thing as “deeming” injured workers to have post-accident earnings they did not 

actually have.   Marion predicted otherwise, on the strength of her reading of the 

proposed legislation. The Minister won the political fight, as he represented a Majority 

Government, but in hindsight lost the debate.  As Marion had predicted, deeming was and 

is still a central feature of the compensation of the permanently disabled, a major 

contributor to their poverty when they do not return to work after injury. This debate is 

far from over, I would expect.  

 

More stormy weather was on the way.  The Harris’ Government Bill 99 caused a major 

uproar among injured workers.  Marion and her colleagues in the legal clinics, in the 

labour movement and the injured workers group were part of a sustained effort to oppose 

this Bill and the reduction in benefits and entitlements it proposed.  She was particularly 

disturbed by two new developments.  First, injured workers were for the first time 

officially demonized through the assumption that fraud was a rampant phenomenon that 

required the establishment of fraud lines.  Second, the traditional vehicles of public input 

offered by our parliamentary democracy were no longer relevant.  You may recall that in 

previous decades, injured workers had participated in and had been listened to when Bills 



 

 

were proposed.  This time seemed different as injured workers felt participating in the 

same process was a mere formality and no longer an exercise of democratic input and 

debate. 

 

But even in those dark days, for injured workers as we saw them, we were still able to 

exert some influence.  Key to this is the public outcry against then Labour Minister Chris 

Stockwell’s so-called “megatribuanal” proposal, which was seen by many, workers and 

employers alike, as leading to a lowering of the standards of our appeals system. All of 

our efforts, in the end, convinced the Minister to withdraw his proposal and we are all 

grateful it never saw the light of day. 

 

As we know the political landscape has changed yet again with the election of the 

McGuinty Government.  Marion and injured workers have met Labour Minister Chris 

Bentley already and this is an important change, as a Labour Minister had not met injured 

workers’ groups in eight years.  Time will tell if this will result in significant changes to 

the poverty of the injured workers Marion and her colleagues represent. 

 

We could talk at length about Marion’s many talents as a researcher and animator for 

injured workers.  She is a writer, now finishing her second children’s book, a librarian-

researcher always on top of the latest survey or study in workers’ compensation, an actor 

and animator of many injured workers’ meetings.  She loves to work at the flipchart, 

asking for injured worker input into the latest issue that affects them.   This input often 

results in a “big letter” that injured workers sign and send to decision-makers.  But this is 

not all. 

 

Perhaps Marion’s most important contribution has been her unfailing enthusiasm for 

worker’s compensation advocacy for almost thirty years.  Some of us have stuck around 

valiantly but she has done better.  She has done so with creativity, empathy and most of 

all optimism and enthusiasm in a field of law and policy that can be very frustrating and 

unrewarding.  In paying tribute to her work, perhaps we can be inspired by her example.  

 

Marion, congratulations for being a recipient of this year’s Ron Ellis award.  May you 

continue to work for and with injured workers, with unfailing enthusiasm, for many years 

to come. 


